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Executive Summary

The Hardcat solution has been improving asset management at well over 1,000 
organizations worldwide since 1986. Although asset management is essentially 
a cost control exercise, best practice asset management of the type facilitated 
by Hardcat software solutions can also bring a wide range of additional benefits 
which can enhance your productivity and revenue. 

The Hardcat software solution is a range of modules which handle specific 
aspects of fixed asset management (eg: asset auditing, depreciation, service 
management, etc). This document is intended to illustrate how the implementation 
of specific Hardcat software modules can lead to real cost savings, a variety of 
further benefits, and measurable Return On Investment.

Hardcat: A Proven Return On Investment

White Paper
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ROI - Software Modules
Core Asset Management

The Core Module is where your comprehensive asset records are housed. You can 
access all of these immediately online by product description, asset type, asset class, 
location, cost or profit center, and also by employee. You can also import existing 
data and you can export from Hardcat to other business applications as well. You 
can store files of any type against records for future reference purposes, eg, store 
a floorplan against a location, a photograph of the asset against an asset record, 
etc. The Core module comes with a robust easy to use report writer comprising of 
many standard fixed reports and the ability to create your own customized reports 
as required. The Core Module, like all Hardcat software, combines highly detailed 
recording and reporting with an intuitive, user-friendly interface. 

The return on investment by utilizing Hardcat’s asset management software 
is effectively measured by the cost savings enjoyed from better utilization of 
existing asset investment through better tracking of assets, together with the time 
savings by all employees who are involved with any aspect of asset management, 
particularly with regard to time and money spent on reporting and on maintaining 
in some cases a multitude of existing asset management applications. From past 
experience, even a relatively small organization (less than 25 employees) with 500 
assets can easily save $30,000 per annum. The larger the company and its assets 
the more significant the savings.

Time savings through the use of Hardcat

Further ROI possibilities 

The return on investment is measured by multiple methods.  Having a complete 
online picture library of your assets allows you to make informed decisions relating 
to asset purchases and can reduce your insurance premiums by more then 30%.  
Moreover, if you need to file a claim for missing assets due to theft or caused 
by disaster the current value of your assets can be easily recovered along-with 
specific asset details such as descriptions, serial numbers etc. In addition when a 
natural or other disaster occurs the time and money saved by having complete up 
to date records is invaluable.

Benefits

Having a complete online picture 
library of your assets allows you to 
make informed decisions relating to 
asset purchases and can reduce your 
insurance premiums by more then 
30%.
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Barcoding / Data Capture

By automating time intensive audit and data collection processes, the Hardcat 
Barcode Auditing Module offers a fast, accurate and discreet method of identifying 
fixed and portable assets - from desks, chairs, mobile phones, laptops and 
large mainframe computers to vehicles, tools, machinery and other plant and 
equipment. Asset information is recorded via a hand-held barcode reader which 
has a pre-programmed interrogation system enabling the system user to collate 
data efficiently, accurately and in an organized and efficient format.
 
Using predefined lists of various criteria (based on your business’ unique structure 
and requirements) Hardcat’s PDA-based solution provides: 

consistency of captured data • 

rapid selection of criteria in drop-down lists or barcode-scannable fields • 

facility to create new criteria “on the fly” • 

automated capture of information, reducing human error • 

time lost through the manual process of paper audit transcriptions, etc   • 
  reduced to an absolute minimum 

The greater the number of assets the greater is the ROI of carrying out a data 
capture. A rule of thumb when determining the number of assets within an 
organization is:

5 IT assets per staff • 

5 Non-IT (eg furniture)• 

Example 

An organization with a payroll of 4,000 people will have approximately 40,000 assets. 
Rationalizing these assets with a value of $1,000 each gives the organization an 
asset worth of $40 million. 

Further ROI possibilities 

The immediate write off of assets not found as well as retirement of assets no 
longer in use should create a return of investment many times the cost of an 
effective asset management and data capture solution. In addition, this provides 
your organization with a fixed assets register that is constantly aligned with your 
physical asset base.
 

Benefits

The Hardcat Barcoding Auditing 
Module offers a fast, accurate and 
discreet method of identifying fixed and 
portable assets.

M
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Asset Count

Based on the above, time and cost savings over manual 
methods of up to 70% on initial capture of data and 90% on 
ongoing auditing of data are possible. 
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Depreciation

The depreciation module allows all asset depreciation, for all types and all cost 
centers, to be handled in the one system. While easy to use, Hardcat boasts 
unparalleled flexibility both in structure and reporting to allow virtually any 
depreciation scenario to be handled. 

Unlike other depreciation solutions, Hardcat’s structure allows non-depreciable 
assets such as leased items to be maintained in the same asset database and 
appear in an asset listing without appearing in the depreciation schedule. It is also 
possible for other asset register users (e.g. IT staff, maintenance staff) to have 
their own asset classification system without affecting the asset type structure 
set up for depreciation purposes. Advanced security ensures against non-finance 
staff accidentally changing any financial asset values or structures. As one of our 
customers said: “Finally, an asset register that keeps both Finance and IT staff 
happy!” 

The ROI in using the Hardcat depreciation module includes: 

Considerable time savings in calculation and reporting • 

Largely assists and removes the burden of closing depreciation periods   • 
  and performing an end-of-year rollover. 

Increased tax deductions based upon accurate asset depreciation   • 
  calculations based on the complete and accurately tracked fixed asset   
  register 

Retirement of unused or misplaced assets• 

 

Example

% Per transaction 25%
$ Savings per transaction $25
No of transactions 1,000
Total yearly savings $25,000

Permits you to view, report on and calculate depreciation on 
each asset. You can maintain multiple books and there are a 
host of standard and customized reports all available online. 
Supports multiple currencies too.

Benefits

Hardcat boasts unparalleled flexibility 
both in structure and reporting to allow 
virtually any depreciation scenario to 
be handled.
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eProcurement

Hardcat’s eProcurement module is a browser-based software application. It is 
designed to control and streamline requests for purchases made by individuals 
within the organization, while reducing the day-to-day decision making required 
by management. 

eProcurement allows users to make purchase requests for all items including 
Assets, Stock or Services. By implementing eProcurement, users will have greater 
control in purchasing, while being able to view the chain of authority required 
approving the requisition. The complete Authorization flow is handled via email, 
thus eliminating the need for direct contact between individuals. 

Emails keep all individuals informed about the flow of approvals, as well as notify 
users when their input is required. Hardbuy is fully automated and requires minimal 
user input but enables maximum efficiency and control. 

Reduction in Cost of Purchase Order production by 30%+ • 

Work flow approval chain, reduced time wastage • 

Standardization of purchasing approved products • 

Enforcement of Budget Control • 

Complete transparency of each PO produced • 

Ensure that quotations are requested & best selected with the best price   • 
  attained 

Reduction of POs going to “insider” suppliers • 

Example
 
% Per transaction 30%
Average $ savings per transaction $35
No of transactions 1,000
Total yearly savings $35,000

...But e-procurement can 
deliver more than just 
lower prices. Indeed, 
the net impact of its 
other characteristic 
deliverables—better 
productivity, faster 
processing, greater 
visibility, the elimination 
of maverick, or 
unplanned, ad hoc 
buying—can have a much 
higher ROI than what can 
be achieved by shaving a 
few pennies off price.”

CIO magazine, June 2003

“

Hardcat controls and streamlines requests for purchases 
made by individuals within the organization, while reducing 
the day-to-day decision making required by management.
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Purchasing 

The Hardcat Purchasing Module offers system user’s comprehensive management 
control of all order processing of assets, from budgeting, purchase order, goods 
delivery, to invoicing and final disposal. By entering purchase order information 
directly into Hardcat, system users can see at a glance what assets are on order, 
their cost, what has been received and those overdue. 

Promotes savings through: 

Control of receipt of goods • 

Knowledge of outstanding orders • 

Prevention of over ordering • 

Knowledge of payments to be made • 

Seamless integration between the purchasing and receipt of goods into   • 
  the asset register 

Example

Hardcat’s conservatively estimates that procurement errors (purchasing the wrong 
product, purchasing the product for a higher price, further “corrective” purchases 
of missing components that stem from a lack of controlled procurement can easily 
add up to an average 10% “error” cost across all purchase transactions. 

% Per transaction 10%
Value of Transactions $2,000,000
Total yearly savings $200,000

Benefits

The Hardcat Purchasing module offers 
knowledge and control of all order 
processing.

A very powerful online “cradle to grave” purchasing/
requisition system which allows employees to request items, 
route them to management for approval and then records 
receipt of assets in the core data base. 
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Help Desk 

The Hardcat Help Desk Module allows a single integrated solution to manage: 

IT Service Management • 

Fault Logging, Reporting and Resolution • 

Change Management • 

Technical Knowledge Base • 

By registering and maintaining up-to-date records on all hardware and software 
problems, users can immediately identify assets under warranty, maintenance 
support details and the performance history of each asset. 

A variety of tools are included to allow problem diagnosis (and possible user 
correction) prior to sending a technician out on site. A key system benefit is the 
ability to escalate problems and calculate the down-time for performance statistics 
on assets, asset types and suppliers. 

Change Management requests can be accurately tracked with a complete audit 
trail. 

Permits you to track all IT problem calls and actions taken along with costs. It also 
contains a knowledge base and comprehensive reporting. Provides you with an 
effective means to immediately respond to Help desk inquiries and satisfy your 
internal constituencies. 

Reduced Help Desk staff 
Self resolution via Knowledge Base 

Retained Knowledge Base 
Impact of the turn over of key Help Desk staff is dramatically reduced. 

Stop Wastage by Maintaining Assets under Warranty 
Hardcat highlights assets requiring maintenance that are still under warranty. This 
prevents your employees from spending time and money maintaining assets that 
are the responsibility of the supplier. 

Stop Wastage by Maintaining Assets with no value 
Hardcat highlights assets requiring maintenance have a low or no value. Thus 
preventing the user from spending time and money maintaining assets that should 
be replaced. 

Cost Savings from 15 to 55%! 
DMR Consulting recently estimated that in a medium-size organisation with 2,000 
users, implementation of a best-practice IT Service Management solution could 
see potential savings of 15% after 12 months, rising to 55% after three years! 

Solution

Best practice IT Service Management 
solutions like Hardcat, can lead to 
potential savings of 15% after 12 
months, rising to 55% after three 
years.
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Preventive Maintenance

Facilitates scheduled and reactive maintenance of each Asset, keeping track of 
costs, warranties etc. One can generate a work order or task and route it to the 
proper person for action. You can forecast preventive maintenance and track 
incremental maintenance costs for true and accurate reporting. 

Scheduled work to be done 
Automatic notification of work to be carried out. 

Retained Knowledge Base 
Impact of the turn over of key Maintenance staff is dramatically reduced through 
knowledge being codified and centralised. 

Forecasting of maintenance to be done as well as the cost 
Hardcat allows the user to forecast future maintenance giving both the cost in parts 
as well as labor to perform this maintenance. This allows the user to adjust the 
scheduling to prevent unnecessary expenditure. 

Asset maintenance history 
A full maintenance history of each asset is recorded and can be used to provide 
accountability and evidence of work performed. 

Dramatic reduction in administrative overhead 
Whereas manual systems either have no record keeping, or involve time-consuming 
transcription of written notes for record keeping and/or reporting purposes, Hardcat’s 
use of PDA or web-based update technology complete eliminates this costly and 
error-prone process. Hardcat clients have suggested that this administrative 
overhead can add anything up to 33% to the overall time cost. 

Example 

Administrative saving per transaction 33%
$ Operator cost per hour $ 40
Man-hours per year 1680
Total yearly savings $203,000

Prevention of expensive unpredicted maintenance 
Further savings are also realised in the reduction in reactive maintenance through 
better proactive maintenance management. Given that reactive maintenance 
associated with equipment breakdown can conservatively be four times the total 
cost of preventive maintenance, an organisation could easily achieve savings 
of 22.5% based on a reduction in reactive maintenance in favour of preventive 
maintenance by just 30%. 
 
And that’s before we even consider the costs associated with production downtime 
or other business interruption that can result from equipment breakdown!  

Solution

Hardcat allows users to forecast 
preventive maintenance and track 
incremental maintenance costs for true 
and accurate reporting.
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Stock Control

The Hardcat Stock Control Module allows users to track stock (e.g. Stationery, 
office supplies) and consumables (e.g. toner cartridges, spare parts, engine oil, 
etc). As well as allowing the user to know where stock is located and the quantity, 
this module will also keep track of how, when and what quantity of stock is used for 
what purposes. The module allows the user to maintain optimum stock levels (not 
too high not too low) as well as a complete history of pricing changes. 

Permits one to track stock levels of consumables, order, move, change and report 
on stock levels. This is your online database of stock inventory. 

Ensuring not overstocking or under stocking • 

Audit trail of stock usage • 

Automatic reorder of stock based upon usage • 

Ensuring critical spares (eg for machinery used in production) are always  • 
  available in the event of breakdown 

Example 

Integration between the Stock Module and Hardcat’s Maintenance and Help Desk 
functionality allows an organisation to know what spare parts are critical to avoid 
loss of productivity in the event of equipment breakdown. Given that failure of 
equipment can immediately involve loss of earnings running into tens of thousands 
of dollars per hour, having an accurate inventory of spares allows an organisation 
to immediately effect repairs, rather than wait for the appropriate parts to arrive 
from a vendor across town, on the other side of the country, or from overseas.

Benefits

Keep track of how, when and what 
quantity of stock is used for what 
purposes.

The module allows the user to maintain optimum stock levels 
as well as a complete history of pricing changes. 
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Solution

Hardcat controls the Hardware, 
Financials, History as well as the 
complete control of assets from cradle 
to grave.

External Interface 

This permits the uploading of asset data from handheld remote PDA’s and 
interaction with any other application you are running like financial systems etc. 
Hardcat can be integrated into other systems, such as SAP and Oracle Financials, 
utilizing the rich import and export interface. Additionally by using the Hardcat 
API (Application Program Interface), custom software can be developed that 
integrates Hardcat with other packages. An example of this is the direct integration 

of Hardcat with MS Active Directory. Hardcat integrates seamlessly with 
various software audit and discovery products.   Among these 
products are Microsoft SMS, Gasp, LanDesk, Express Metrix and Centennial. The 
auto discovery tools can be used to directly update information within Hardcat e.g. 
you may keep track of the physical memory in your computer systems. Hardcat 
maintains a complete audit trail of all changes made. This gives you the best of 
both worlds, the auto discovery tool controls the software licensing, patching, 
monitoring etc and Hardcat controls the Hardware, Financials, History as well as 
the complete control of assets from cradle to grave. 

The return on investment for this External Interface can be easily measured by the 
amount of time you currently spend on preparing reports and manually entering 
transactions between applications. This can save you the cost of at least one full 
time employee i.e. $50,000 per annum. 

Web Front End

A complete easy to use web based front end for your asset management 
software. 

The return on investment for this web based front end is significant and can save 
each employee as much as 25% of the time they spend in utilizing other asset 
management, maintenance and help desk applications including reporting. 

Digital Mapping

This powerful module lets you see your assets via images of maps, buildings, 
floors, offices etc. This module provides you with an online visual inspection of 
your assets! 

The key benefit of the Hardcat Mapping facility is the spatial representation of 
assets and associated problem incidents and scheduled maintenance jobs. A 
simple, traditional “folder” view of a location structure does not necessarily provide 
information on proximity of locations, or access issues. This lack of information 
can in turn hide potential efficiencies, such as scheduling maintenance staff to 
attend to two adjacent sites, or sharing assets where practical to do so. 

This will then lead to reduced costs in both asset procurement 
and maintenance expenditure.  
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Additional Benefits Of An Hardcat Asset Management Solution 

Compliance

Sarbanes Oxley 
Asset management is an important component of achieving SOX compliance. A 
transparent view of an organization starts with its asset base, both financial and 
fixed. 

Health Care & Safety 
Proper and scheduled maintenance of company’s assets will reduce the risk of 
large law suites caused by injury in the work place by assets that were not properly 
maintained. 

Stock Exchange (Securities Exchange Commission) 
Asset management is an important component of SEC requirements. 

Insurance & Disaster Management 

Natural Disaster 
Disasters caused by Flood, Hurricane, Fire, Earthquake etc. are reduced by the 
knowledge of what is required to be claimed on insurance as well as knowing what 
is required to purchase to get up and going in the optimum time frame. 

Terrorism 
Terrorism is unfortunately here to stay, so it is required that we plan to function 
despite it. These acts of unnatural disaster have the same, if not more, impact as 
natural disasters.

  

Hardcat Services 

Hardcat is pleased to provide its 
clients with hardware, barcode labels, 
RFID tags, on site physical asset audit 
services as well as online or on-site 
training. In addition we also provide 
database conversion guidance and 
other asset management related 
consulting services.
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